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Meet Katie Bishop, tattoo artist and proprietor of MagicInk. She's also half dragon.Savannah, Georgia is a city steeped in history and the supernatural. It's also a crossroads-a place where the worlds meet. Unpleasant things
routinely try to cross that line into the mundane world, so someone has to keep order in a town already brimming with the strange and unusual. Enter the Crossroads Society-a group of witches and society fat cats tasked with
keeping the uninvited out! Katie doesn't know it yet, but she's about to become their newest member, their secret weapon. With the help of her best friend and queen extraordinaire, Lady Sugar-whose mama happens to be the
baddest conjure woman in town-the Society will commission her to track down a rogue god who managed to escape his grimoire prison. Patricia Briggs's Mercy Thompson in a Sookie Stackhouse world. If you like your heroines
clever with a sense of humor, you'll LOVE Katie Bishop. Crossroads of Bones is the first book in the new contemporary fantasy Katie Bishop series.
This guide to Ross and Cromarty was first published in 1924 as part of the Cambridge County Geographies.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As
a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Celtic Place-names in Aberdeenshire
Dark Legacy
The Prophecies of the Brahan Seer (Coinneach Odhar Fiosaiche)
The History of the Celtic Place-names of Scotland
Hymns and Incantations with Illustrative Notes on Words, Rites, and Customs, Dying and Obsolete

Artos, the High King of Montival, must fulfill his destiny and defeat the Church Universal and Triumphant after making friends of
his enemies and winning the heart of the woman he loves.
The Hooker. The Madam. The Driver. All on a collision course to a place where madness holds sway. After four years working in a
New York brothel to pay off a debt to the mob, Nina is nearly paid up and ready to go home. She just needs to see one more client,
a recluse who always pays a half-million in cash for a night with the brothel's best girls, but this last trick soon becomes a
battle for Nina's soul. Meanwhile, the brothel's sadistic madam has been secretly hoarding money so she can move up in her
family's organization, and she's depending on that windfall to tip the scales in her favor, but her driver Ramon has other ideas,
making off with the money in a bid for his own freedom. The theft sets off a horrific chain of events for all three, testing their
wills and changing them them forever. Publisher's Note: This is the second edition of this book, not a new tale. Watch for the
sequel coming soon from Local Hero Press: Moon Gone Dark!
Plunge into grand mystery and adventure in a world of vampires, werewolves and other immortals by bestselling author Jack Conner.
When a powerful figure in the Immortal Community is killed, two vampires, Ruegger and Danielle, are forced to go on the run to
find out who ordered the murder and why. The two are notorious throughout the Community for only feeding on humans that deserve it
– murderers and rapists – as well as other immortals.If an immortal steps out of line and preys on undeserving humans, Ruegger and
Danielle will (if they can) take them down – and feed from them. Thus the two are sarcastically known throughout the Community as
the Marshals. Now, to stop the world from becoming embroiled in a vicious war, Ruegger and Danielle must follow the threads of a
strange conspiracy that spans continents and many races, some exotic and particularly deadly. The Dark Lord, the vampire king of
the Community, may himself be involved. To find out the truth, Ruegger and Danielle will have to dodge werewolf assassins,
zombies, and two especially nasty Jamaican voodoo gods.One thing is certain: if they survive and unravel the strange heart of the
mystery, the world will never be the same again.
The Sword of the Lady
The Amulet Thief
Songs of the Hebrides
Collision
The Call of Agon
Is Katie Bishop living with a warlock? Savannah is about to become a former city on the map if Katie can't figure out how to get rid of the warlocks who just blew into town. Equally
disturbing are their deep ties to Jackson's father, the man who brought them. Randall Hunter is hell-bent on bringing Jackson into the family business. But Jackson knows what his father
does for a living-or thinks he does-and he's just as determined to refuse. But the warlocks are much more than they seem, and Jackson doesn't have a choice when they target Katie as
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leverage. If Katie could just find a way to kill their unusual henchmen, the warlocks would be toast. Can things get any worse? Of course they can. Mouse is two steps away from
succumbing to a two-hundred-year-old family curse, Katie's stressing out over the plans to expand MagicInk, and there's about to be a dangerous shortage of tequila in town.Bayou Kings
is the fifth book in the Katie Bishop series.
Sugar is in HOT water, and it's gonna take a village to save her! Nothing's more dangerous than a lover scorned, especially one with fangs. Gabriel is about to find that out, but he's only
the consolation prize. The real goal is Pearl May Mobley, and Sugar will be the ultimate weapon if she doesn't end up in jail-or at the bottom of the river-first. Meanwhile, the howlers are
coming out in full force, and Sea Bass has his own ghosts from the past to deal with. Katie is stuck somewhere in the middle, trying to juggle all the chaos, including her own wedding
plans. But the dominos are falling fast, and people she loves will die if she doesn't cave to blackmail. And then there are the bodies popping up on a regular basis. Coincidence? Or is there
another threat in town?
5th and Final Installment by USA Today Bestselling author. Love is infinite. Hate is absolute. In the short span of a year, Silver has gone from becoming a Mage to discovering the truth
about her unique genetics. Logan Cross went from her mortal enemy to her immortal lover, but a threat is fast approaching like an inevitable storm. Attacks are underway against the
Mageri and one man is behind it--an elusive foe who is an unstoppable force. Nero is not Silver's only concern as someone close to her is arrested for treason. In the midst of chaos,
Silver discovers she cannot protect everyone from the wrath of fate, including her own Ghuardian. Justus finally opens his heart, but an unexpected turn of events could darken his soul
forever. Secrets are revealed that will leave you reeling from one twist after the next. Would you sacrifice everything for love? Destiny has set sail and once she alters her course, no
one's life will ever be the same in this explosive conclusion to the Mageri Series. MAGERI SERIES READING ORDER: Book 1 - Sterling (Mageri Series: Book 1) USA TODAY
BESTSELLER Book 2 - Twist (Mageri Series: Book 2) Book 3 - Impulse (Mageri Series: Book 3) Book 4 - Gravity (Mageri Series: Book 4) Book 5 - Shine (Mageri Series: Book 5) Final
Installment! Book 6 - The Gift (Bonus Novella: Coming 12/6/16) MAGERI WORLD NOVEL Risk **NOW AVAILABLE** SEVEN SERIES READING ORDER: Book 1 - Seven Years (Seven
Series #1) Book 2 - Six Months (Seven Series #2) Book 3 - Five Weeks (Seven Series #3) Book 4 - Four Days (Seven Series #4) Book 5 - Three Hours (Seven Series #5) Book 6 Two Minutes (Seven Series #6) USA TODAY BESTSELLER Book 7 - One Second (Seven Series #7) Book 8 - Winter Moon (Bonus Novella: Coming 11/29/16) SEVEN WORLD
Charming OTHER BOOKS: Closer: A Novella Keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal romance, fantasy, mage, vampires, shifters, magic, mystic, supernatural, dannika dark, mystery, love
story, romance, romantic, hea, hot release, bestseller, heroine, dangerous, suspense, action, hero, alpha male, bad boy, mystery, mages, werewolf, wolves, sexy, steamy, tearjerker,
magical powers, elements, adventure, exciting, twists, british, tattoos, secrets,
A Collection of Gaelic Proverbs and Familiar Phrases: Based on Macintosh's Collection
Conjure Queen
Collected Entirely from Oral Sources
Bayou Kings
Your Happily Ever After

"Miss Bishop, I'm afraid we have a witch war on our hands."Katie Bishop has just been pulled back into the world of the Crossroads
Society-to hunt down a murderous sorceress looking to take over the throne of Savannah.It's just another Saturday night in the
city, but what happens on this particular evening will set the wheels in motion for a witch war that could destroy Blackthorn
Grove-the reigning coven of Savannah. There's been a murder, and all the evidence points to one of their own. In the race to
uncover the truth before a council of witches arrives for a formal tribunal, the revelations about Blackthorn Grove keep coming.
But that's not all Katie has to deal with. There's a fight going on inside of her-between the woman and the dragon that lives on
her back. With her twenty-fifth birthday right around the corner, she'll be faced with an even bigger fight-battle for control
over the dragon in what could be a deadly ritual.Will the witches of Blackthorn Grove retain the throne of Savannah? Will Katie
win the battle for control over the dragon? BLACKTHORN GROVE is the second book in the Katie Bishop series-a contemporary southern
fantasy.
There's only one thing better than being young and rich in Manhattan-being the queen of a clan of immortals.Morgan Winterborne
comes from a long line of hunters-immortals who run a prestigious international auction house by day and cut off the heads of
their enemies at night. They'll do whatever it takes to keep the vampires that stalk the city under control.But power breeds
greed, and Morgan will have to determine who is loyal and who would like to see her fall from the helm of the Winterborne clan. A
stalker, an irresistible guy who won't stay away, an immortal crow, her own family-who is the enemy, and which one will turn her
into a real killer?The answers lie in an old box commissioned at the auction house by an anonymous client. What's inside will
reveal her dead mother's darkest secrets and force Morgan to face her own.Dark Legacy is the first book in the new House of
Winterborne series. Get ready to be addicted!
Alex Kelley may have found the answers she was looking for when she came back to New York, but that was just a taste of things to
come, a primer for the future. The window to her family history has just been shattered, and the secrets of the Fitheach clan have
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been unleashed.The Blood Thief continues the story as Alex and her enigmatic host, Greer Sinclair, are on the hunt for an elusive
vessel that can only be opened by the power of the amulet. Contained within this vessel is a prophecy-one that could alter the
world, good or bad depending on who gets to it first. The search will take them from the streets of Little Italy to the campus of
Cornell University. There they meet the eccentric and brilliant Dr. David Oxford who sheds light on why the vessel has been nearly
impossible to find. Could a mere mortal hold the key to finding it? Will an ambitious mafia princess ruin their plan?As the hunt
heats up, so does the attraction between Alex and Greer. And as her unique birthright unfolds deeper at every turn, that
attraction and the friendships she cherishes will be thoroughly tested. Alex isn't the only one with secrets-some hard to believe;
others simply unfathomable.
The Blood Thief
Dictionarium Scoto-celticum
The Tears of the Sun
Lingering Echoes
Gravity
This book fulfils a keenly-felt need for a modern, comprehensive dictionary of Scottish Gaelic into English. The numerous examples of usage and idiom in
this work have been modelled on examples culled from modern literature, and encompass many registers ranging from modern colloquial speech, to
more elaborate literary constructions. The main contemporary terms and idiomatic phraseology, often not available in other dictionaries, provide
excellent models for easier language learning. In addition to the main dictionary, the volume contains introductory material, providing guidance on using
the dictionary, spelling and pronunciation. There are also twelve useful appendices which cover not only the various parts of speech, lenition and proper
nouns, but also address the more difficult issues of expressing time, direction and numerals. The clarity of the design and layout of the volume will
greatly ease the process of attaining mastery of the Gaelic language.
A great collection of old children's games that are timeless and can be enjoyed by children of all ages. Many of the earliest books, particularly those
dating back to the 1900's and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high
quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
Immortals, vampires, or necromancers-who will win?If it's war the Caspians want, it's war they'll get. The fate of the Winterborne clan's youngest is in
the hands of the vampires-or is it? There's a new player in the game. The woman who's been watching Georgia Winterborne in her room at night has an
affinity for the dead, and her alliance with the Caspians has just unleveled the playing field.Georgia is becoming a beast, and if the Caspian king has his
way, he'll transform her into the ultimate weapon to use against her own clan. And if that's not enough, they have another shocking surprise in store for
the Winterbornes.It'll take two queens to stop them, but first they have to find Morgan's mother, Katherine, who's buried somewhere at the bottom of the
sea.King's Reckoning is the finale to the House of Winterborne series.
A Dictionary of the Gaelic Language; Comprising an Ample Vocabulary of Gaelic Words ... with Their Signification and Various Meanings in English and
Latin ... and Vocabularies of Latin and English Words with Their Translation Into Gaelic. To which are Prefixed, an Introduction Explaining the Nature,
Objects and Sources of the Work, and a Compendium of Gaelic Grammar
Shine (Mageri Series: Book 5)
The Place-names of Argyll
A Galic and English dictionary
Being the Rhind Lectures on Archaeology (expanded) Delivered in 1916
Excerpt from A Glossary of Cornish Names, Ancient and Modern, Local, Family, Personal, &C: 20, 000 Celtic and Other Names, Now or
Formerly in Use in Cornwall It is possible that the spelling, though bad, may lead another to a better derivation and meaning than
the compiler has been able to discover. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses stateof-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally
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left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Their lives were destined to collide.Juliette Salinger lives her life entirely on her mother's terms. Everything from what she
wears to who she dates is determined by what is deemed appropriate for their social standing. Look a little closer.Juliette isn't
cut out for that life. She lives for moments of reckless abandon to escape the crushing pressure of never being good enough.Leo
Ashlar appears to live his life entirely on his own terms. He's a bartending bachelor and undefeated fight club champion. Look a
little closer.He's haunted by a tragic past and hides his demons even from those he loves.When Juliette's duplicit worlds collide
with the handsome and untouchable Leo, both are impacted in ways they couldn't foresee. Juliette's life begins to unravel. Can Leo
help her build a new one, or will his past be their ultimate demise?
Dayna Chrissie, the leading Crime Scene Analyst for the LAPD, enjoys nothing more than finding the one clue that can solve a
crime. The day she finds a golden medallion on a body that's been dumped at a downtown construction site, she doesn't think much
about it. Until that medallion transports her to the magical kingdom of Andeluvia. Dayna discovers that she's been summoned to
solve the murder of the realm's king, before war breaks out between Andeluvia and the Centaur Kingdoms. When the trail of evidence
leads from Andeluvia, back to LA, Dayna must bring all of her forensic skill to bear in order to solve the case. The price of
failure? A war that will kill millions and devastate both lands. Hope she works best under pressure.
Dark Nightingale
King's Reckoning
The Games and Diversions of Argyleshire (Folklore History Series)
The Living Night
Savage Sons
A vampire in the ultimate seat of power?There's only one way to destroy the Caspian vampire dynasty, but it'll be like finding a penny dropped in the
middle of the ocean.Everything Morgan thought she knew about vampires has flown right out the window. She's settling into her new life as the first
victim of the Winterborne legacy, but there's no time to get cozy with her new reality-especially her thirst for blood. An ancient line of vampires from
which all others descend has arrived in New York City, and one of them has his eye on Washington.But appearances can be deceiving. Just when Morgan
thinks things couldn't get any crazier, her immortal uncle returns from Scotland with a family secret. Together they'll have to hunt down a pair of
ancient boxes that hold the key to destroying the Caspians before they invade the city and take their political candidate all the way to the top. The
only problem is, her other uncle keeps throwing obstacles in her way and will stop at nothing to oust her from the Clan Winterborne throne.Savage Sons
is the second book in the House of Winterborne series.
Silver is faced with a gut-wrenching choice that will alter her life drastically no matter what she decides.
THE LAST LINE. THE LAST WORDS. THE LAST CHANCE. Ifferon is one of the last in the bloodline of the dead god Telm, who mated with mortal women, and who
imprisoned the Beast Agon in the Underworld. Armed with a connection to the estranged gods in the Overworld and a scroll bearing Telm's powerful dying
words, he is tasked with ensuring the god's vital legacy: that Agon remain vanquished. Fear forces Ifferon to abandon his duty, but terror restores his
quest when the forces of Agon find his hideaway in an isolated coastal monastery. Weighed down by the worries of the world, but lifted up by the
companions he encounters along the way, Ifferon embarks on a journey that encompasses the struggles of many peoples, the siege of many lands, and
discoveries that could bring hope to some-or doom to all.
Ross and Cromarty
Part Three
20, 000 Celtic and Other Names, Now Or Formerly in Use in Cornwall (Classic Reprint)
Pronouncing Gaelic-English Dictionary
Superstitions of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland
The stunning conclusion of The Fitheach Trilogy.A bargain has been struck, and a shattering decision must be made.The Destiny Thief picks up where The Blood Thief left us - staring at the last page and asking . . .
how?Alex Kelley and Greer Sinclair have become an inseparable pair, but the choice she'll have to make for the sake of love could destroy them both. She's becoming a force to be reckoned with, making her even more
desirable to those who want to control her and exploit her remarkable gifts, including her own family.From the streets of Manhattan to the ancient sites of Ireland, more revelations emerge, and the true nature of the people
and the gods in Alex's circle begin to unfold. The closing chapters of The Fitheach Trilogy will bring poignant or fitting conclusions for so many of the people she loves, and finally reveal the truth about the prophecy and
the power of three witches in one.
She's broken with guilt. He harbors a chilling past. It's safer if they keep their distance... But, the echoes that linger connect them. Returning to Hidden Pines is the last thing Allie Collins wants to do during her final
summer before college. For her, the family cabin she spent her youthful summers in, now holds a dark memory that has haunted her every day for the last year. While struggling to forget her past, Allie runs into Damien, a
local rebel with secrets of his own. He's dark, dangerous and he keeps showing up when Allie least expects him to. She has every reason not to trust him. So why does she find herself opening up to him in a way she hasn't
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been able to with anyone? As pieces of Damien's identity emerge, answers to a rumored mystery begin to unfold. By the time Allie unearths the secrets of Damien's past, she realizes just how intricately they are connected.
Now she is caught in a dangerous battle that threatens her life and those she loves.
The author, a member of the First Presidency of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, shares insight and advice with the young women of the Church.
With a Vocabulary of Gaelic Words Not in Dictionaries ; the Meaning and Etymology of the Gaelic Names of Places in Aberdeenshire ; Written for the Committee of the Carnegie Trust
Centaur of the Crime
The Destiny Thief
A Glossary of Cornish Names, Ancient and Modern, Local, Family, Personal, &c
30 Pieces of Silver

When bones with ancient Greek inscriptions are found amidst the wreckage from an Eiffel Tower attack, a paleoarchaeologist and Special Forces officer learn that they
belong to John the Baptist and the writings may lead them to Jesus's remains.
Fitheach blood doesn't just run through the veins-it's a binding contract that can never be broken. Alex Kelley vanished twenty-one years ago-the night her mother was
murdered. When she comes home to New York City, she wants just two things: a little peace, and answers about the unsolved murder and why she was abandoned in the
middle of America at the age of eight. Greer Sinclair, an enigmatic stranger who knows a little bit more than he should, just might give her both--and more if she'll let him.
What is she? What is he? Who is this beguiling satyr who keeps coming between them? She attracts the otherworldly like moths to a flame. And why does every stranger on
the streets of Manhattan want a piece of her and that pendant hanging around her pretty little neck? Maybe the answers are in a peculiar shop in the heart of Greenwich
Village where ghosts, memories, and secrets are bursting from the walls and the books and the one person who knows her best. The line between the mundane and
supernatural worlds is starting to blur. Which side will she choose? Which would you?
“This new novel of the Change is quite probably the finest by an author who has been growing in skill and imagination for more than twenty-five years.” – Booklist (Starred
Review) Rudi Mackenzie has journeyed long and far across the land that was once the United States of America, seeking the shore where the sun rises, hoping to find the
source of the world-altering event that has come to be known as the Change. His quest ends in Nantucket, an island overrun with forest, inhabited by a mere two hundred
people, who claim to have been transported there from out of time. Only one odd stone house remains standing. Within it, Rudi finds a beautifully made sword seemingly
waiting for him. And once he takes it up, nothing for Rudi—or for the world that he knows—will ever be the same…
Strings
Carmina Gadelica
California Pastoral. 1769-1848
Containing all the words in the Scotch and Irish dialects of the Celtic, that could be collected from the voice, and old books and MSS.
Blackthorn Grove
Three vampires walk into a tattoo shop...Some people would welcome their long-lost family. But when your father is a ruthless, ancient vampire, it's best to run in the opposite direction.Emmaline is a demure witch
with a heart of gold. She's also more powerful than all of Blackthorn Grove's witches combined. After twenty years of exile enforced by the coven, her father, Adrik, has come back to Savannah with his clan to claim
his daughter. He's hell-bent on taking Emmaline back to his house of vampires in New Orleans. Katie Bishop is determined to protect Emmaline and send the vampires back to Louisiana, but Emmaline may not be
the only one who needs protecting. There's something inside Katie that could make Adrik want to possess her too. What is Adrik really after, and why is he no longer afraid of the coven? The race is on to figure that
out and to stop the trail of bodies the vampires are leaving all over town. Dark Nightingale is the fourth book in the contemporary fantasy Katie Bishop series.
Crossroads of Bones
The Gaelic-English Dictionary
Place-names of Ross and Cromarty
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